ABSTRACT. Some recent results of Namioka on strong continuity of weakly continuous mappings (in a dense GB set} and results of R. E. Johnson on norm separability of the range of such mappings (under conditions on the domain space) are shown to have analogues for upper semicontinuous and compact valued set-valued mappings. Some substantial improvements of known automatic continuity results for such mappings are obtained.
Hausdorff topological space X to the Hausdorff topological space Y. In the present paper the value F(x) will always be a closed set (maybe empty and often compact) in~ .
!
The graph Gr( F) of the correspondence F is the set
Gr(F) = {(x, y) E X X Y:y E F(x)}.

Suppose that Gr(F) is closed and F(x)
is a nonempty compact subset of Y for each x E X. By Zorn's lemma any such correspondence contains a correspondence F C F with the same properties and being minimal (w.r.t. inclusion) in the set of all correspondences with closed graph and nonempty compact values. From now on minimal for a correspondence always refer to the above-mentioned minimaIity. In particular minimal correspondences have nonempty values.
Intuitively F ought to be ··close" to singlepoint-values and continuous at most points (since taking a minimal subcorrespondence should be analogous to taking a continuous selection). We shall show that under some assumptions on X (gametheoretical) and a continuity assumption on the original correspondence F (usco: upper semicontinuous and compact valued; from now on the term usco will be used in that sense. The meaning of upper semicontinuity will be explained below), we have that F is singlepoint-valued and norm continuous at a dense G s subset A of X, if Y is a Banachspace with weak topology. Also, under an additional countable chain condition on the domain space X, F will automatically have norm separable range. The results improve previous results of this type (see [2 and 3] ) for singlepoint-valued mappings. The proofs are nontrivial modifications of the methods employed in the above-mentioned papers.
By an example we show that even if X is a locally compact metric space with a countable base and Y is compact, a minimal usco correspondence of the type described above need not be singlepoint-valued at any point, if the space Y is too "large".
1. Preliminaries. The class of Hausdorff spaces X, which may serve as domain spaces in the present paper, is the class of spaces favorable for the player a in a topological "game" described below.
Let us consider the following "game" played on the Hausdorff space X by the player a and the player p. We shall call X a a-well a-favorable space, iff a winning strategy exists for a in the a-game described above (the closely related class of 'T-well a-favorable spaces is obtained by replacing sequences with nets). We refer to [1 and 2] for discussion of this game. 
It is easy to show that the graph of an usco correspondence is automatically closed, but having a closed graph is unfortunately not sufficient for being usco.
Also we note, that if F: X -+ Y is an usco correspondence from the Hausdorff space X to the Hausdorff space Y then any correspondence with closed graph contained in the graph of F is automatically usco. A special case of this observation is the fact that closed graph implies usco, if only the range is contained in a compact set. Since the last observation above is important to our paper and we have been unable to find a reference, we shall sketch a proof. The reader would probably think that we have not used the full strength of a-well a-favorability in the proof of our Theorem I below. This is formally true. However, Flemming Tops0e pointed out to the author that in the definition of a-well a-favorability one need only assume that the original sequence xn has an accumulation point in I. Then to see that xn has an accumulation point in I we consider a p "game" where P in her move number PROOF. The theorem is of course analogous to the improved version of Namioka's theorem [1, Theorem 1], and the proof is indeed an adaption. However, this adaption is not completely trivial.
. B be a usco correspondence with nonempty values from the a-well a-favorable space X into the Banach space B with weak topology. Let F !: F be minimal (by inclusion) among all· correspondences with closed graph and nonempty compact values (whose graph is contained in Gr(F». Then there is a dense G
First we remark that F is also usco and it is no restriction to assume (as we shall henceforth do) that F is already minimal. We define the local oscillation aF(x) of F at the point x E X by the expression
where the infimum is taken over all neighbourhoods of x. Since a F is obviously upper semicontinuous the set A = {x: aF(x) = O} is a G B set. It is easy to see that A is exactly those points in which the continuity condition (*) holds. Now the space X is Baire. Therefore, if A is not dense in X, then there exists k > 0 such that {x: aF(x) < k} is not dense, i.e. aF(x) ~ k > 0 on a nonempty open set U.
Replacing U, which is a-well a-favorable, with X, we have reduced the whole proof of Theorem 1 to the derivation of a contradiction from the assumption that a F( x) ~ k > 0 for all x E X. Let us make this assumption and derive a contradiction (the restriction to an open subset of a minimal usco correspondence is easily shown to be minimal).
Let us start the topological "game" between the players /3 and a. Naturally a chooses to move according to some winning strategy s. The player /3 chooses the following strategy:
In her first move /3 chooses her set to be the whole space X. Assume that the moves UI, s(UI) = (VI> XI)'···' Un-I' S(u,,-I) = (v,,-I> x n-I) have been made with n ;;;;. 2. In the move number n for /3, the compact set
is considered, where Y; E F(x;) for i = l, ... ,n -1 are arbitrarily selected points.
Let us define the set
8(b, HJ.;;; k/3}
(the symbol 8 is used for the metric on B induced by the norm II . II).
Let us consider the closed set in X defined by
That en is indeed closed follows from the fact that fin is weakly closed and F is usco. We intend to show that en has empty interior! Suppose this is not the case. We may cover Hn with finitely many closed balls with center in Hn and radius -fzk (say B I , ... ,Bp). The closed sets
form a finite covering of en. Hence one of them (say the first) has nonempty interior.
Thus there exists a nonempty open subset U of X with F( x) n B I =J= 0 for all x E U. We note that the restriction of a minimal usco correspondence to an open set is also minimal. Hence F coincides on U with F(x) n B I , which is also usco being contained in an usco correspondence and having closed graph (and whose values are nonempty!). But this implies that the local oscillation a F in each point of U is at most i¥k. This contradiction shows that indeed en has empty interior. Our player /3 thus may choose her set Un to be disjoint from the closed set en, and we shall assume that she does so.
We use the fact that a is winning the "game" to choose Xoo E n::' =1 v" = n::' =1 Un such that xn (the sequence of points a chosen by using his winning strategy s) accumulates to xoo. The sequence Y n E F(x n ) accumulates weakly to some element Y oo E F(xoo) (an easy consequence of the usco property, of course Y oo is not uniquely determined). Hence (the Hahn-Banach theorem) suitable convex combinations of the Yn's tends uniformly (in norm) to Y oo . But the distance of Y oo to any convex combination of the Yn's is at least k/3 as is immediately seen from the strategy of /3 described above. This last contradiction concludes the proof of Theorem 1.
It does not follow from the argument that F has automatically the continuity property (*) in each point, in which F is singlepoint-valued. This is of course too much to hope, since it is not true even if F is globally singlepoint-valued. If it could be shown that for the correspondence F (with the conditions of Theorem 1) there exists a dense GlJ set A in X such that for x E A the set of Y E F( x) being the (*) point of some minimal usco correspondence contained in F were norm (weakly) dense in F(x), then of course F would be norm (weakly) lower semicontinuous at each point of A. We have not been able to decide this question.
The continuity property" Kenderov continuity" defined below is inspired of Petar Kenderov's results in [4] . But the continuity statement is much stronger (although still weak) than the condition called (cp) in [4] . Furthermore, we drop completely the requirement that the values of the correspondence in question be convex and extend vastly the allowed class of domain spaces. But since Kenderov permits other spaces than metrizable locally convex vector spaces with weak topology (the only spaces for which our methods seem to work), his results are not completely contained in ours. With this qualification our Theorem 2 below is an improvement of a result of Petar Kenderov in [4] . PROOF. We choose a minimal usco correspondence contained in F and apply Theorem 1. This concludes the proof.
Perhaps surprisingly it turns out that minimal usco correspondences of the type considered in Theorem 1 is so close to single valued, that a result on norm separability of the range extends to such correspondences. Theorem 3 below extends an extension of a result due to R. E. Johnson (see [2 and 3]) to minimal usco correspondences whose domain space is a-well a-favorable and has a countable chain condition on the open sets. The closed set {x EX: F(x) n en =1= 0} contains G n and is therefore equal to X.
The minimality of F now ensures that the whole range of F is indeed contained in en' This being true for each n the proof of Theorem 3 is finished.
In all proofs above we might let B be a metrizable locally convex topological vector space with weak topology and the norm be some translation invariant metric whose balls are convex (the metric generating the topology of course). Then all proofs work fine.
We might also permit the range space to be just some metric space (Z, d). To see this we discuss the imbedding of (Z, d) into a Banach space discussed in the papers Using the same arguments as in [1 and 2] it is now not difficult to show that we might even permit as range space a space of continuous functions from some compact Hausdorff space into some metric space equipped with the topology of pointwise convergence. The continuity and density statements would be with respect to the sup metric on this function space.
With those observations in mind it might be of interest to note that even for locally compact separable metric domain spaces one cannot obtain good results (of the above type), if the range space is compact but too "large". (if this quotient is undefined, we put it equal to zero). As in [1] we see that F is not continuous in any point of X X Y, although F is indeed separately continuous. Let H be the usco correspondence from X X Y to Z whose graph is the closure of the graph of F.
